Few of the initiatives undertaken by NHDC under CSR Scheme year 2010-11

**Health**

- Establishment of Physiotherapy Center at Helpage India, Bhopal.
- Organised regular health check up camp schools in project areas.
- Provided Tata Magic Vehicle to Arushi - a centre for special children - in Bhopal.
- Provided Corneal Cross Linking Machine at Sewa Sadan Eye Hospital, Sant Hirdaram Nagar Bhopal.
- Distribution of Medicine to poor people through Project Hospital under CSR Scheme.
- Organised Medical Camps in different rehabilitation sites of Indira Sagar & Omkareshwar Project.
- Organised Eye camp, medical camp for orthopedical handicapped patients in rehabilitation sites.
- Regular distributions of the medicines from the project hospitals and various health centres in project affected areas.

**Education**

- ITI for the ward of Project Affected Families (PAF) at Narmada Nagar
- Provided of Computers alongwith furniture for setting up of a Computer Centers at Govt. Boy's High School, Mundi and Kesav Sewa Dham, Khandwa.
- Sponsorship of 5 meritorious students at NVIS Barwaha by Omkareshwar Project.
- Providing School educational items and drinking water facilities at Om Maa Shri Anandmai Peeth at Omkareshwar.
- Support to various schools in the projects areas through improving infrastructure facilities.

**Peripheral Development**

- Construction of a Dharmshala at Jawaharlal Nehru Cancer Hospital & Research Center, Bhopal
- Providing 14 Nos. Solar Street Lights at 02 resettlement sites namely Village - Saralya & Bedhani – near Punasa in Khandwa district by Indira Sagar Project.
- Construction of Kitchen and dinning hall at the Blind Relief Associations Hostel at Bhopal.
- Construction of Bus Stand at village Kelwa & Anjania Kurd in district Khandwa.
- Construction of Postmarterm room at Village Punasa.
- Cleaning & Upkeep of Omkareshwar Ghat & Bridge area to facilitate the visiting pilgrims.
- Provided of a School Van to Jyothirmaye Deaf & Dumb School, Bhopal.
- Tile Flooring foot bridge of Omkareshwar
- Fixing of sign boards in and around Omkareshwar Ghat and Temple
- Development of play ground and Civil work in Govt. Primary School Jatkhedi, Bhopal

**Vocational Training**

- Distribution of Computers to Madhya Pradesh Jansevi Sangathan Chanera for Computer Training.
- Cutting & Sewing training to ladies at NHDC’s Rehabilitation & Resettlement sites of project affected families at Bhogawa, Bedhani, Bharadi, Purni, Kothi & Khandwa.